
Year 5           Spelling lists – Autumn 1 

 
Please look up the meaning of any words you don’t understand and practise using these in sentences. 

  

Children will be taught spelling rules and patterns each week. Spellings set for homework are a combination of common exception words and topic related vocabulary 
alongside words to consolidate learning completed during that week. Children need to practise and learn these spellings at home. Children’s recall of spellings will be 
checked through a weekly spelling dictation. 

Week Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7  Week 8 

Pattern Prefix sub- 
super- inter-  

Prefix anti- auto- pre- dis- 
mis- 

Prefix in- im-  
-ing 

Adding -ing Suffix ‘ous’ 
 

Suffix –tion -
cian, -sion -ssion 
 

‘ch’ making a ‘k’ 
sound 
‘sc’ making a s 
sound  

‘ei’, ‘eigh’ 
and ‘ey’  
Long ‘a’ 
sound 

   

1 superstar antisocial invisible erupting poisonous action ache vein 

2 superimpose  mistrust inactive adjusting furious direction echo veil 

3 supervisor  automatic incredible admitting curious adoration scheme feign 

4 submerge Previous impossible forgetting tedious magician architect neighbour 

5 subtract prepare imperfect beginning courageous explosion descend sleigh 

6 interrupt  disappear Immoral beckoning vigorous tension ascent obey 

7 interfere discover imperfect frightening serious mission science survey 

KS2 Curriculum Spellings 

8 actual accident although island knowledge position circle eight 

9 straight remember therefore famous extreme certain favourite eighth 

10 difficult separate caught believe build business centre reign  

11 breathe consider guard through medicine length particular weight 

12 special possession enough interest exercise mention perculiar thought 
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Week Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7  

Pattern -cious –tious -cial –tial -ant -ent -ance -ance -ence 

  

1 vicious social arrogant intelligent elegance appliance intelligence 

2 gracious crucial vacant recent significance defiance emergence 

3 malicious special elegant agent alliance endurance consequence 

4 precious substantial reliant frequent defiance clearance incidence 

5 atrocious potential compliant accident reliance tolerance confidence 

6 infectious essential tolerant arguement hesitance forebearance preference 

7 contentious initial expectant agreement tolerance assurance Interference 

KS2 Curriculum Spellings  

8 various material important accident imagine earth sentence 

9 strange occasion notice height history continue experience 

10 strength answer surprise popular learn experiment certain 

11 woman heard guide favourite complete grammar probably 

12 often purpose possess describe recent perhaps pressure 



 

 

 


